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Gabriela Lively

Gabriela Lively is an NPC created by GM Wes (See Wes's NPCs).
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Gabriela Lively

Species & Gender Anthro Female
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
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Gabriela Lively
Occupation: Star Army Navigator

Rank: Taii
Current Placement: YSS Resurgence

Character Description

Gabriela is some sort of anthro, so she has a thin layer of soft fur that covers most of her body. Her front
side is mostly white and her back side is mostly a rust color. She has darker spots on her outer thighs,
shoulders, and her hands, feet, ears, and tail. Her eyes are a great orange and she has a pink nose and
rounded ear shape. Her hair is dark brown and short, and not only covers the top of her head but also
runs down her spine to the small of her back in a “ridgeback” fashion. She has two brown stripes on her
cheeks. Gabriela is flat-chested.
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Gabriela is a cheerful and energetic person with an outgoing and friendly personality. She has an
unusually strong love for kissing and being kissed. Gabriela is highly athletic and keeps herself in top
condition with frequent exercise. She likes to make friends quickly with others and isn't afraid to be
social, although she does not drink alcohol. When not on duty, Gabriela enjoys reading fiction and playing
solitaire. She has an unusually loud laugh. In a pinch, Gabriela can make a pretty good musical
instrument. Gabriela has a quick wit and an almost uncontrollable ability to think outside the box when
the situation demands it. When under pressure, Gabriela can act very protective. She doesn't drink
alcohol.

Gabriela has a gift for operating starships and can flawlessly work the controls of practically any starship
put in front of her. She learned her skills at a rapid pace and is genuinely in love with her career. She also
spends a lot of time studying and doing college coursework and hopes to become a starship captain one
day.

History & Relationships

Gabriela was born on 18日 1月 YE 19. She turned 21 in the first month of YE 40 and graduated from Star
Army training in the second month of YE 40. That year, she spent most of her time assisting other
starship operators at the Nataria Fleet Depot getting additional in-the-field expertise. Because of her
proficiency, she was promoted to Nitô Hei in YE 41. Eventually she was able to fully operate starships on
her own and was called on whenever the depot needed to deliver a starship to a fleet or move
mothballed ships around.

Gabriela attended the Hanami festival in Kyoto in YE 421).

In 3月 YE 42, she was promoted to Ittô Hei. That year she fought in the Third Battle Of Nataria operating
a skeleton-crewed ship in the Nataria Fleet Depot's “Zero Fleet” that had to be abandoned due to critical
damage. Near the end of the year she vacationed with Dr. Poppy Pink in Yumiuki and stopped in Ternifac
on the way back to Uesureyan Fields2). During this time the Star Army was experiencing a shortage of
officers, so Star Army Personnel Command reached out to Gabriela to get her on the pathway to
command and set her up with correspondence courses at the Kyoto War College with the goal of
graduating and earning the rank of Shoi by the end of YE 44.

In 1月 YE 43, Gabriela's plans changed when Star Army Personnel introduced the Accelerated Officer
Program. She was assigned to the YSS Resurgence as one of the first crew members, and promoted to
Jôtô Hei until she completed the AOP courses, and became an officer at the rank of Shoi3).

Also in 1月 YE 43, Gabriela fought in the Battle Of Glimmergold as helmsman of a Kyoto-class Carrier
nicknamed the YSS Presurgence4).

On 20日 1月 YE 43 Gabriela visited the Empress' Palace where she got to meet and speak to the Empress
of Yamatai, Empress Himiko I 5)

In 4月 YE 43, Gabriela finished navigator school and officially changed job titles from 09 Starship
Operator to 09A Starship Navigator. That month she piloted the YSS Resurgence to Hanako's World to
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conduct MIA/POW retrieval operations on behalf of PEARL.

In YE 44.1 Lively was promoted to Chui. She helped mentor Benna in becoming a starship navigator. In
YE 44.7, Benna assisted during the Arrival of the Norians by boarding Ark Alpha and evacuating hundreds
of orphaned Norian children6).

In YE 45.1, Gabriela was promoted to Taii and began taking more remote courses through the Kyoto War
College for the Star Army First Officer, with the goal of eventually becoming a Star Army Starship
Captain.

In YE 45.9, Gabby and Dr. Poppy Pink attended a Yule/Year-End festival on Pisces Station7).

Social Connections

Anthiathia "Thia" Keslie - Met her in a bar in Ternifac
Han Eun-hwa - KFY rep Gabriela got a shuttle from her at KNI in YE 43
YSS Resurgence crew

Aoba Kuranosuke - Her captain she serves under on the Resurgence
Benna - Mentored her as a Navigator
Kalena Matsushita - Fellow Resurgence bridge bunny and friend
Dr. Poppy Pink - Good friends, went on vacation together

Inventory

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Mass Production Pistol, Type 28 (received in YE 41 giveaway)
Third Battle Of Nataria Defense Medal
Signed, framed photo of Empress Himiko I
Laptop Computer
Books and textbooks
Pack of playing cards
1,000 Star Army Emergency Ration Pills
10 1-liter carton of UHT Pasteurized Milk
10 Bulletproof Wool Traditional Military Blanket
10 Stylish Formalwear Outfit
10 Fancy Outfits
10 Noble's Outfits
Explorer's Outfit
2 Cold Weather Outfits
5 bottles of good wine
Bath Towel, Cotton
Bottle of Olive Oil (4 lb)
1 pairs of shears
2x 20 KS Gift Card for Warm and Sweet
Large wheel of delicious cheese (20lb)
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Rug
Small Carpet
T-Shirt, 100% Cotton
Tent (20 lbs)
Canteen
Airlock for starship hull (damaged) (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 32-57, IC: 1881-21318-86)
1 small crate of unidentified unlabeled liquor (Morant Moonshine) (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC:
52-56, IC: 2917-21001-102)
Gatling Weapon (Barrel Assembly) (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 33-78, IC: 2598-29307-108)

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Wes on 2018/01/21 19:48. Bio not adoptable.

Art by Ymir Adopts. Paid adoptable purchased by Wes. Original DA page here:
https://www.deviantart.com/ymir-adopts/art/CLOSED-712943670

Character Data
Character Name Gabriela Lively
Character Owner Wes
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location YSS Resurgence
Plots Resurgence Of Yamatai
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taii
SAOY Occupation Star Army Navigator
SAOY Assignment YSS Resurgence
Assigned Quarters Officer Cabin 1
Battle Buddy Benna
SAOY Entry Year YE 40
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Yamatai Star System

1)

RP: [Yamatai] Hanami Festival & BBQ Cookout of YE 42 - OPEN RP
2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/open-rp-welcome-to-the-kikyo-sector.66506/
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/orders-gabriela-lively.66640/
4)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/open-rp-seizing-the-opportunity-kuvexian-war-final-battle-ba
ttle-of-glimmergold.66659/page-8#post-416773
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https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/operation-fireplace-ostarae-os-malos.69452/
7)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/the-snow-globe-yule-festival-at-pisces-international-station-
open-rp.71348/
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